
Waxing Is Useless 

 
By M.J. Hudon 

 

Reviewed by James B. Parry 

 

 Don’t judge this book by its cover (or by its playful title.)  It is quite a 

serious (with some humor) fantasy, horror, thriller, murder mystery about a 

seemingly ordinary family.  Turns out, Mom (Miranda) has a weird recessive gene 

that causes her to turn into a wolf whenever stressed.  Events gradually reveal this 

to her, and later to her family, as her lupus and problems at work worsen, not to 

mention the stress caused by her two teenage children. 

 This is a different kind of werewolf book.  These wolf/humans are here to 

HELP humankind.  (Not to worry:  There is a hideous - and odoriferous - monster 

lurking at all times in the background.)  Apparently, many people have this hidden 

wolf gene.  These “werewolves” then become “Guardians” protecting us normal 

human beings.  Miranda must decide if she wants to become a Guardian (which 

would greatly lessen her lupus symptoms) or stick with her regular life. 

 There are many surprises in this book including a few murders, a 

kidnapping, and a sort of exorcism.  Exciting and well written.  It was hard to put it 

down.  Normally, I read a few pages of a book in bed each night before the book 

puts me to sleep, but Waxing Is Useless kept me reading for hours – until my wife 

would yell at me to turn out the light.   

 Buy a copy, and you, too, will be glued to this book. 

 



Reviewed by Sue Eller 

 

 A nameless evil lurks in the side streets and back alleys of Spokane, 

Washington. Unseen, but felt by the more sensitive human residents and smelled 

by the Guardians of the mid-sized metropolis, it hunts the sweet taste of its next 

victim, a vulnerable soul. 

 Hudon contrasts the horror of the hunter’s depravity and destruction with the 

tale of a bumbling housewife as she discovers her very own superpower. Creative 

cusswords are not only G-rated but hilarious. Humor and hope are interwoven 

skillfully with terror and trepidation as the author reveals the true nature of the 

Guardians and the reader discovers that, at least for some, Waxing is Useless. 

 

 

 

Reviewed by Esther J. Hildahl 

 

The clever cover of Waxing is Useless intrigued me and made me want to 

read this book. Turns out it’s a story of a woman named Miranda Moon who is 

fighting a serious illness. She doesn’t know it, but she is about to meet up with a 

pack of werewolves called the Spokane Guardians who will change her and her 

family’s lives forever. These wolves are helpful and protect us humans from very 

dangerous, evil creatures who stalk our streets and neighborhoods searching for 

innocent victims. 

Ms. Hudon has written a very creative story with many interesting 

characters. I found this book to be a real page turner, never dull or boring. I 

enjoyed reading it and I recommend it for one and all. So buy this book and find 

out why waxing is useless!  
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